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Abstract
Purpose – This study aims to present a numerical analysis of the behavior of the electric field and flow field
characteristics under electrohydrodynamics (EHD) force. The influence of the jet airflow under the EHD force
is investigated when it impacts the inclined flat plate.
Design/methodology/approach – The high electrical voltage and angle of an inclined flat plate are
tested in a range of 0–30 kV and 0–90°, respectively. In this condition, the air is set in a porousmedium and the
inlet jet airflow is varied from 0–2m/s.
Findings – The results of this study show that the electric field line patterns increase with increasing the
electrical voltage and it affects the electric force increasing. The angle of inclined flat plate and the boundary
of the computational model are influenced by the electric field line patterns and electrical voltage surface. The
electric field pattern is the difference in the fluid flow pattern. The fluid flow is more expanded and more
concentrated with increasing the angle of an inclined flat plate, the electrical voltage and the inlet jet airflow.
The velocity field ratio is increased with increasing the electrical voltage but it is decreased with increasing
the angle of the inclined flat plate and the inlet jet airflow.
Originality/value – The maximum Reynolds number, the maximum velocity field and the maximum cell
Reynolds number are increased with increasing the electrical voltage, the inlet jet airflow and the angle of the
inclined flat plate. In addition, the cell Reynolds number characteristics are more concentrated and more
expanded with increasing the electrical voltage. The pattern of numerical results from the cell Reynolds
number characteristics is similar to the pattern of the fluid flow characteristics. Finally, a similar trend of the
maximum velocity field has appeared for experimental and numerical results so both techniques are in good
agreement.
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Nomenclature
B = ion mobility [m2. V�1.s�1];
Cp = specific heat capacity [J.kg�1.K�1];
D = electric flux density [C.m�2];
d = characteristic linear dimension [m];
E = electric field intensity [V.m�1];
EHD = electrohydrodynamics;
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fE = electric force [C. m�2.s�1];
I = identity matrix;
J = current density [A. m�2];
k = thermal conductivity [W. m�1. K�1];
N = unit vector;
P = pressure [N. m�2];
q = space charge density [C. m�3];
Re = Reynolds number [-];
T = uniform temperature [K]; matrix transpose;
T = time [h]
u = airflow velocity [m/s];
V = electrical voltage [V]; and
x, y = axis.

Greek symbols
« = dielectric permittivity [F. m�1];
u = angle of the inclined flat plate [o];
k = permeability [m2];
m = viscosity [kg. m�1. s�1];
h = kinematics viscosity [m2. s];
r = density [kg. m�3]; and
f = porosity [�].

Subscripts
a = air;
eff = effective;
i = inlet;
L = liquid; and
0 = initial.

Superscript
T = transpose matrix.

1. Introduction
Electrohydrodynamics (EHD) or electro-fluid-dynamics is the study of the dynamics of the
electrically charged fluid. In general, the phenomena are related to the direct conversion of
electrical energy into kinetic energy. It is the study of the motions of ionized particles and
their interactions with the electric field and the surrounding fluid (Nithiarasu and Lewis,
2008; Ahmed et al., 2018; Reddy and Chamkha, 2018; Ahmed et al., 2019; Ellahi et al., 2019;
Dogonchi et al., 2019). EHD process has analyzed the interaction of the electric field and
airflow field to study the behavior of the electric field and flow field characteristics under the
EHD force. From previous studies, Saneewong Na Ayuttaya (2017) divided the fourth group
of EHD applications. The first group was an increased flow mechanism; it was used for
pumping and biomechanics application. The second group was the injection flow
mechanism; it was used for droplet, electrospray and microfluidics. The third group was
inducing flow mechanism; it was used for electrostatic precipitator and actuator. The fourth
group was the mixing particle process; it was used for boiling and condensation, heat and
mass transfer, heat exchanger and drying process. In this research study, the coating is
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seriously investigated to use in the painting coats for military aircraft. This EHD actuator
(inducing flow mechanism by EHD process) can be one of the most promising methods
among various active techniques because of its several advantages such as low energy
consumption of electric power, simplified and durable installation, quick response to EHD
actuator control. EHD actuators can environmentally control solutions to protect painting
and coating for equipment from changing weather conditions. This technique can control
temperature and humidity while performing crucial operations such as surface preparation
and painting. It is more advantageous for industrial coating applications.

The coating is the process of applying thin liquid layers to a substrate, often a moving
web. Complex coating processes can be approached through an examination of their fluid
mechanical components. The flow elements reviewed in this article include the boundary
layer along a moving wall, the dynamic wetting line, withdrawal from a pool, flow metered
by a narrow channel, die flow, flow on an incline, the freely falling liquid curtain, pre-
metered coating with a small gap and flow after coating (Steven and Kenneth, 2004; Lanzutti
et al., 2011; Kiran, 2012; Choi et al., 2019). The target for the entire coatings system is to have
drastically improved wet-adhesion due to a covalently bonded system that has a gradient in
a composition that goes continuously from metal to metal oxide to the mixed metal oxide/
organic polymer to high-performance UV-stable organic polymer. The materials cost for
such a system may be quite high, but the maintenance cost savings will much more than
offset these costs. The current generation of aircraft coatings had its basis in the polymer
technologies of the 1970s and the use of chromate-based metal pretreatments and primers.
There have been some incremental improvements in the epoxy and polyamide oligomers
used in the primers, as well as the isocyanates and flexible polyols used in topcoats, plus
increases in the volume solids of the coatings to continue minimally meeting environmental
requirements, but no truly new technologies have been developed and applied to aircraft
coatings since that time (Gordon et al., 2010). However, because of increasing economic and
environmental pressures, the US Air Force is seeking a coating system that will have an
ultimate lifetime of 30 years for maintenance cost control and fleet sustainability (Gordon,
2001). Electrostatic spray coating is a manufacturing process that uses charged particles to
more efficiently paint a workpiece. Paint, in the form of either powdered particles or
atomized liquid, is initially projected toward a conductive workpiece using normal spraying
methods and is then accelerated toward the workpiece by a powerful electrostatic charge
(Chaoyun and Jin, 2010). For physical argumentation, the coating is physically designed
either to protect structural materials from degradation owing to surface attack such as
corrosion, erosion and wear or to reduce the temperature of materials. Therefore, the
optimization of their composition and structure is primarily directed toward these specific
tasks. Other important properties of a component, i.e. bulk properties such as mechanical
strength or integrity, are normally given by the relevant bulk property of the structural
material. This property again is a result of the optimization of composition and structure.

The electrostatic coating is always studied as guidance of special design for various
industrial applications such as composite materials, biopharmaceutics and aircraft coatings.
Although some flow elements are well studied and understood, others require additional
investigation. Genuinely predictive modeling of complex coating processes is not yet
possible and coating practice remains largely empirical. Nonetheless, coating science is
sufficiently advanced that physical insights and mathematical models greatly benefit
design and practice. Some researchers seriously investigated the electrostatic spray coating
for special design in industrial applications. The electrostatic spray coating can be divided
into numerical study and experimental study. For the numerical study (Leeuwenburgh,
et al., 2003; Colbert and Cairncross, 2005; Joachim et al., 2005; Joachim et al., 2006;
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Taegeon et al., 2012; Amirsaman et al., 2017; Leeuwenburgh et al., 2003) studied electrostatic
spray deposition for thin calcium phosphate layers. The results showed that coating
structure and morphology could be tailored by choosing the appropriate combination of
deposition parameters. Particularly interesting was a unique reticular coating morphology
characterized by a three-dimensionally interconnected pore network. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) analyzes showed that
crystalline carbonate apatite coatings were formed after heat treatment of as-deposited ESD
coatings. Colbert and Cairncross (2005) developed a mathematical model of the electrostatic
field, continuum flow-field and particle trajectories in an E-spray process. The model
predicted coupling between three components: the fluid mechanics of the continuum flow
field, the electrostatic field and the particle trajectories. An axisymmetric electrostatic model
was assumed, while the fluid mechanics and particle trajectories were solved in three
dimensional. A turbulence energy–dissipation rate (k–e ) model was provided the continuum
velocity for the particle drag. These individual systems were solved sequentially and that
sequence was iterated to convergence. Results include the effect of charged particles on the
electrostatic field and identification of the dominant factors that were affected by coating
thickness distribution. Joachim et al. (2005) investigated the electrostatically supported
spray-painting process with high-speed rotary bells. This high voltage was applied to
emitting electrode needles. The charging of the droplets took place due to free ions produced
from corona discharge at the electrodes and the potential was applied directly to the rotating
bell. The commercial CFD-code Fluent had been extended to account for the electrostatic
field and the space charge effect due to the ions. A model for the time-dependent and
inhomogeneous field was charged by the droplets was applied. The airflow from the
shaping air orifices and measured droplet sizes close to the bell edge using Fraunhofer
diffraction were taken. For an experimental study, Siebers et al. (2004) investigated
electrostatic spray (ESP) deposition of calcium phosphate coatings with osteoblast-like cells.
ESP was a recently developed technique to deposit calcium phosphate (CaP) coating upon
substrates. An organic solvent containing calcium and phosphate was pumped through a
nozzle. The high voltage was applied between the nozzle and substrate. Titanium alloy
(TiAl6V4) substrates were coated with a CaP layer using two different methods; radio
frequency magnetron sputtering and ESD. These surfaces were characterized with X-ray
diffraction, Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy, a universal surface tester, scanning
electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectrometry. The results showed that the novel
ESD coating behaved similar to or even better than the known RF magnetron sputter
coating. Thus, ESD could be a valid addition to already existing CaP coating processes. In
addition, some researchers studied both numerical study and experimentally investigated
by Wei et al. (2017). Wei et al. (2017) derived a new practical electrostatic rotating bell
(ESRB) cumulative rate model of painting and an experimental study on the painting was
carried out. The result showed that the experimental method was used to obtain the radial
thickness profile function of the spatial paint distribution of static spray. Then, a spatial
trajectory-planning scheme for a spray-painting robot based on a rectangular model was
presented. This method designed the spatial path of the spray-painting robot by using the
cuboid model method after the optimal value was taken as the width of the overlapping area
of the two spray-painting strokes in the plane. The experimental results illustrated that the
paint thickness basically meets the requirements, and the experimental results verified the
effectiveness of the trajectory optimizationmethod.

From the previous literature reviews, the industrial coating is many advantages such as
the coating can protect various surfaces and help the equipment retain their sheen, hardness
or any other property you want them to retain for a longer period of time, the industrial
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coatings are the best way to keep a variety of surfaces safe and prevent corrosion, the
coating can cleaner surfaces because the materials will flow right through the machine.
However, some disadvantages can reduce the effectiveness of the industrial coating. The
problems associated with film-coated products may be classified as Issues associated with
product functionality, concerns with product stability and factors affecting manufacturing
costs. From the assumption, the electrostatic spray coating can improve the industrial
coating of the industrial coating. There are few studied the electrostatic spray coating for
EHD application due to the EHDmechanism for the electrostatic spray coating is not clearly
understand. Furthermore, all parameters of design can support the influence of EHD force to
guarantee design for the electrostatic spray coating. In this research, the behavior of the
electric field and flow field characteristics under EHD force with the jet airflow is
numerically analyzed. The inclined flat plate is measured as the impact of all force and air is
set in a porous medium. The effect of all parameters such as the high electrical voltage,
angle of inclined flat plate and inlet jet airflow are varied. Finally, the present numerical
results are compared with the experimental results to indicate that the numerical method
has correctly presented.

2. Modeling analysis
First, the mechanism of EHD is described by Yabe et al. (1978). The EHD refers to the
coupling of an electric field with fluid flow and this technique is clearly explained by
Saneewong Na Ayuttaya et al. (2013). When an electrical voltage is introduced to airflow,
ions from a sharp electrode move forwards to the ground. As a result, the momentum of
airflow is enhanced. Meanwhile, the shear flow effect which is occurred by velocity
difference between charged and uncharged air induces the uncharged air to become swirling
flow. This technique deals with the interdisciplinary field with subjects concerning the
interactions between the electric field and the flow field. In this simulation, the
computational models are shown in Figure 1 and compose of the main two parts: The first
and second parts are the electric field model and flow field model, respectively. The
dimensions of the channel are 1.0m (long)� 0.30 m (high). The dimension of the square
electrode and square ground are 0.5x0.1 cm2. The space charge density (q0) at the tip of the
electrode is considered from Griffiths (1999), of which most of the corona current is collected
at the wires. The dimensions of the inclined flat plate are 0.15m (long)� 0.01 m (wide) and
the center of the inclined flat plate is fixed at (x, y) = (0.5, 0.12) m. For all angles of an

Figure 1.
Computational

models for analysis
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inclined flat plate, the gap between electrode and ground is 4 cm and the diameter of the inlet
jet airflow tube is 1 cm.

Mathematical model is developed to predict the electric field distribution is computed
fromMaxwell’s equations listed as below:

r � «E* ¼ q; (1)

E
* ¼ �rV; (2)

r � Jþ @q�
@t ¼ 0; (3)

J ¼ qbE
* þ qu

*
; (4)

where E is electric field intensity, q is the space charge density in the fluid, « is dielectric
permittivity, V is electrical voltage, J is current density, b is ion mobility, t is time and u is
airflow velocity.

The governing equation for computing the electric force per unit volume (fE) performing
on fluid flow can be expressed as Landau and Lifshitz (1963). Three terms of governing
equation are the electrophoretic, dielectrophoretic and electrostrictive forces. The
electrophoretic force or electric force results from the net uncharged within the fluid or ions
injected from the electrodes. The interactions within the individual phases are typically
associated with this component. The dielectrophoretic force is a consequence of
inhomogeneity or spatial change in the permittivity of the dielectric fluid due to a non-
uniform electric field, temperature gradients and phase differences. Lastly, the
electrostrictive force is caused by non-homogeneous electric field strength and the variation
in dielectric constant with temperature and density. For the model assumption, the dielectric
properties are constant and homogeneity and magnetic field effect is neglected. Therefore,
dielectrophoretic and electrostrictive forces are negligible. It is express as:

f
*

E ¼ qE
*

; (5)

Mathematical model is developed to predict the flow field. The continuity and Navier–
Stokes equations which coupled with the Coulomb force equation are expressed as:

r � u* ¼ 0; (6)

r
@u

*

@t
þ ðu* � rÞu*

� �
¼ �rP

* þ mr2u
* þ f

*

E; (7)

where P is pressure, r is the density of the fluid and m is the viscosity of air. As shown in
equation (8), the inlet velocity boundary condition is defined as:

u
* ¼ u

*

i; (8)

For the model assumption, the fluid physical properties are assumed to be constant and flow
is incompressible. The Reynolds number (Re) is an important dimensionless quantity in
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fluid mechanics used to predict flow patterns in different fluid flow situations, as shown in
equation (9):

Re ¼ rud
m

(9)

where d is the characteristic linear dimension.
Within a porous medium, the governing equations describing the heat transfer within the

porous sample are calculated from equations (10–11) and effective thermal conductivity
(keff) in a porous medium is computed by equation (12) (Klinbun and Rattanadecho, 2012). A
porous medium is a material containing voids and it is most often characterized by its
porosity. The permeability of the medium can sometimes be derived from the respective
properties of its constituents and the pore space accessible to flow but such a derivation is
usually complex. In addition, the Brinkmann model is used for the effect of the porous
medium, as shown below:

1
f

@u
*

@t
þ 1

f 2 ðu
* � rÞu* ¼ � 1

r l
rPþ m

rf
r2u

* � mu
*

rk
; (10)

ð rCpÞeff
@T
@t

¼ ðrCpÞlu
* rT ¼ keffr2T; (11)

where T is uniform temperature, f is porosity and k is permeability in a porous sample is
computed from:

keff ¼ 1� fð Þ k a þ f k l; (12)

and

ðrCpÞeff ¼ ð1� f Þð rCpÞa þ f ð rCpÞl; (13)

where subscript a and 1 are air and liquid, respectively, Cp is specific heat capacity. The
Brinkman model is used to study steady-stale natural convection in a shallow porous cavity
with uniform heating and cooling through opposite walls (Kuznetsov and Nield, 2010). The
horizontal boundaries are considered rigid-rigid, rigid-free or free-free and heating is
through the bottom or the sidewall.

A COMSOLMultiphysicsTM (2020) is a cross-platform finite element analysis, solver and
multiphasic simulation software. It allows conventional physics-based user interfaces and
coupled systems of partial differential equations (PDEs). This software provides a workflow
for electrical, mechanical, fluid, acoustics and chemical applications. COMSOLMultiphysics
is the software for using in this research paper and it is the platform for physics-based
modeling and simulation. The finite element analysis using a collocation method is used to
analyze the problems and the triangular element is specified in the sensitive areas. This
study provides a variable mesh method for solving the problem as shown in Figure 2. The
convergence curve resulting from the convergence test is grid validation between the
percent error of the electric force and different elements from the simulation. With
percentage error of the electric force lower than 0.1 and a dimensionless time step of 1 x 10�4

to ensure numerical stability and accuracy. The system of governing equations is solved
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with the unsymmetrical multi-frontal method. This convergence test leads to a mesh having
approximately 22,000 elements. The accuracy of the simulation results is independent of the
number of elements and therefore saves computation memory and time. Higher numbers of
elements are not tested due to a lack of computational memory and performance.

3. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for solving the electric field and flow field, as shown in Figure 3.
The normal font and the bold font for the boundary conditions are set for the electric field
and flow field, respectively. The outer sides of the electric flow and inclined flat plate
boundary condition are considered as zero charge symmetry:

n � D ¼ 0; (14)

where n is the outward normal from medium and D is electric flux density. Electrode and
ground are considered electrical voltage and ground boundary conditions, respectively:

at electrode position V ¼ V0 (15)

at ground position V ¼ 0; (16)

where subscript zero means at electrode wire.
The inlet jet airflow (u

*

i) of the flow field boundary condition is the uniform inlet velocity
and the pressure of the outlet boundary condition is considered with no viscous stress. This
boundary condition specifies vanishing viscous stress along with a Dirichlet condition on
the pressure:

hðru
* þ ðru

* ÞT � n ¼ 0 and P
* ¼ P

*

0; (17)

where P0 is atmospheric pressure, h is kinematics viscosity and T is matrix transpose. The
upper and lower channel flow is considered as no-slip boundary conditions, this is the

Figure 2.
Triangular element
for analysis
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standard and default boundary condition for a stationary solid wall. The condition
prescribes:

u
* ¼ 0; (18)

It is assumed that no contact resistance occurs between the internal boundary condition of
the circle electrode and circle ground. Therefore, the internal boundaries are assumed to be a
continuity boundary condition:

nð h 1ðru1 þ ðru1ÞTÞ � P1I� h 2ðru2 þ ðru2ÞTÞ þ P2IÞ ¼ 0 (19)

where I am the identity matrix. The first and second references are designated by subscript
1 and 2, respectively.

4. Model verification
To verify the accuracy of water flow patterns, the presented numerical analysis is compared
to the experimental analysis from Roth et al. (2004). Figure 4 shows the experimental
analysis of the plasma actuator flow field from Roth et al. (2004). The Pitot tube
measurements are experimental tested the flow fields associated with both paraelectric and
peristaltic plasma actuators and the induced velocity is 1m/s. The ellipse aircraft wing is the
equipment for experimental investigated and covered with plasma actuator electrode strips
to determine the effects on the actuator plasma of water spray. In the case of No EHD
[Figure 4(a)], the plasma actuator flow field is moved from the left to the right direction and
it avoids the obstacle (ellipse aircraft wing). The boundary layer separation has happened
behind the ellipse aircraft wing due to sudden change in geometry of the wing and the
strong adverse pressure gradients generated by a significantly curved surface. In addition,
the weak adverse pressure gradients and upstream forces which weaken the momentum.
From EHD mechanism can reduce the boundary layer separation, as shown in Figure 4(b).
The plasma actuator flow field is moved from the left to the right direction and it is induced
when it passes the upper of the ellipse aircraft wing. The electrode and the ground circles are
laid out at the upper of the ellipse aircraft wing so the boundary layer separation is
decreased behind the ellipse aircraft wing. Figure 5 shows the water flow field of the
presented numerical analysis. The boundary conditions of the electric field and the flow field
are used in equations (14–16) and equations (17–19), respectively. The thermal properties is

Figure 3.
Boundary conditions

for analysis
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used the water at 20°C (r = 998 kg/m3, h = 1.005� 10�5m2/s, k= 0.588 W/m.K, Cp =
4.186 kJ/kg.K). The water flow field in the case of EHD [Figure 5(b)] can more reduce the
boundary layer separation than in the case of No EHD [Figure 5(a)]. In the case of No EHD,
the presented numerical analysis [Figure 5(a)] is compared to the plasma actuator flow field
experimental analysis from Roth et al. (2004) [Figure 4(a)] and in the case of EHD, the
presented numerical analysis [Figure 5(b)] is compared to the plasma actuator flow field
experimental analysis from Roth et al. (2004) [Figure 4(b)]. It can be seen that the EHD
actuator can drag reduction from the ion wind associated with atmospheric corona
discharges. Furthermore, the experimental analysis from Roth et al. (2004) and the presented
numerical analysis has a good agreement.

5. Results and discussions
This study presents a numerical analysis of the behavior of the electric field and flows field
characteristics under the EHD force. The influence of the jet airflow with an inclined flat
plate is investigated. The high electrical voltage and angle of an inclined flat plate are tested
in a range of 0–30 kV and 0–90°, respectively. In this condition, the air is set in a porous
medium and the inlet jet airflow (u

*

i) is varied from 0–2m/s. The first and the second parts
of numerical results are presented the electric field and fluid flow characteristics under EHD
force, respectively. The third part of numerical results is presented with the cell Reynolds
number under the EHD force. For the last part, the maximum velocity field between the
experimental and numerical results is compared to guarantee both results.

5.1 Electric field characteristics under electrohydrodynamics force
From the previous study (Saneewong Na Ayuttaya et al., 2013), the electric flow is not
increased with increasing the inlet jet airflow. It means the inlet jet airflow is not affected by
the electric flow. In this numerical analysis, the inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s and the
air is moved from the left to the right direction. The electrical voltage (V0) is tested from 0–
30 kV and the angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) is tested in a range of 0–90°. The numerical
results of electric field line patterns and electrical voltage surface in various electrical

Figure 4.
The plasma actuator
flow field
experimental analysis
from Roth et al. (2004)

Figure 5.
The presented
numerical analysis of
the flow field
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voltages are shown in Figure 6. The inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s and the angle of an
inclined flat plate (u ) is 60°. The results of this study show that electric field lines move
outwardly from electrode to ground and it is concentrated between electrode and ground
area. In increasing electrical voltages, the electric field is more concentrated. As shown in
Figures 6(a)-(c), the electrical voltage (V0) is 10, 20 and 30 kV, respectively. The electric field
line patterns in case of V0 = 30 kV [Figure 6(c)] is more concentrated than V0 = 10 kV
[Figure 6(a)] and V0 = 20 kV [Figure 6(b)] and the electrical voltage surface in case of V0 =
30 kV [Figure 6(c)] is expanded than V0 = 10 kV [Figure 6(a)] and V0 = 20 kV [Figure 6(b)].
This is because the electric field depends on electrical voltage so electric field line patterns
and electrical voltage surface increases with increasing the electrical voltage and it affects
the electric force increasing.

Figure 6.
Numerical results of

electric field line
patterns and

electrical voltage
surface in various
electrical voltage

when u
*

i = 1.0m/s
and u = 60°
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Figure 7 shows the electric field line patterns and electrical voltage surface in various the
angle of an inclined flat plate (u ). Figures 7(a)-(c), the angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) is 0°,
45° and 90°, respectively. The inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s and the electrical voltage
(V0) is 20 kV. The electrical voltage (V0) is controlled so the strength of the electrical voltage
surface is not different. However, the electric field line patterns are more different in various
the angle of an inclined flat plate (u ). From Figure 7(a) (u = 0°), the electric field line is
almost symmetry because the electrode and the ground are placed in the horizontal
direction. The electric field line patterns of upper the flat plate are slightly more
concentrated than the electric field line patterns of lower the flat plate due to the electrode
and ground is stick to the top of the inclined flat plate and the inclined flat plate is slightly
obstacles with the electric field line intensity of the lower inclined plate. From Figure 7(b)

Figure 7.
Numerical results of
electric field line
patterns and
electrical voltage
surface in various
angle of inclined flat
plate when u

*

i =
1.0m/s and V0=
20 kV
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(u = 45°), the electric field line patterns are not symmetry because it is influenced by an
inclined flat plate and the boundary of the computational model. From Figure 7(c) (u = 90°),
the electric field line is almost symmetry in the vertical direction because the electrode and
the ground are placed in the vertical direction. The electric field line is the primary flow or it
is the EHD force for supported the inlet jet airflow impact the inclined flat plate. Figure 8
shows the maximum electric field in various electrical voltages, it has appeared at the tip of
the electrode. The electrical voltage (V0) is tested from 0–30 kV by increments of 5 and the
inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s. It can be seen that the maximum electric field is
increased by increasing the electrical voltage. The graph of the maximum electric field of
EHD is a variable straight line for the electrical voltage

5.2 Fluid flow characteristics under electrohydrodynamics force
This paragraph shows the numerical results and analysis of fluid flow characteristics under
the EHD force. The electrical voltage (V0) is tested from 0–30 kV and the angle of an inclined
flat plate (u ) is tested in a range of 0–90°. The inlet jet airflow (u

*

i) is varied from 0–2m/s. By
using the electrical, charge transport and fluid equations are solved, the classical properties
and the thermal properties (Saneewong Na Ayuttaya et al., 2012; Sungsoontorn et al., 2011)
are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In this model, the air is set in a porous medium.

5.2.1 Numerical results of fluid flow characteristics under electrohydrodynamics force.
Figure 9 shows the numerical results of fluid flow characteristics in various electrical
voltages by increments of 10 kV. The inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s and the angle of an
inclined flat plate (u ) is 45°. In the case of no EHD [Figure 9(a)], the inlet jet airflow is moved

Figure 8.
Comparison between

maximum electric
field of EHD in

various electrical
voltage

Table 1.
Classical properties

Modeling parameter Air Liquid

b ðm2=V:sÞ 1.80� 10�4 –
« ðF=mÞ 8.85� 10�12 –
f – –
k ðm2Þ – –
Saturation – 1
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from the left to the right direction and it averts when it impacts the inclined flat plate. In the
case of EHD [Figures 9(b)-(d)], the fluid flow swirls when it passes the electrode and ground
area. However, fluid flow or circulating flow is attacked by the inclined flat plate so the
clockwise direction of circulating flow has appeared below the inclined flat plate. From the
above data, the electric field is more concentrated when a higher electrical voltage is applied
so the circulating flow is more expanded and more concentrated with increasing the
electrical voltage. The electric field in the case of Figure 7(b) is influenced by the fluid flow in
the case of Figure 9(c). It can be seen that the electric field characteristics are different from
fluid flow characteristics due to the electric field line is the primary flow. However, the fluid
flow characteristic is the secondary flow and it appeared from the shear flow effect. It means
the fluid flow or circulating flow from the shear flow effect is induced by the electric field.

Figure 10 shows the numerical results of fluid flow characteristics in the various angle of
an inclined flat plate (u ) by increments of 30°. The inlet jet airflow (ui) and the electrical
voltage are fixed at 1m/s and 20 kV, respectively. The electrode and ground are stick to the
top of the inclined flat plate. The electrode and ground are fixed at the left and the right of
the inclined flat plate and the inlet jet airflow is moved from the left to the right direction. In
the case of u = 0° [Figure 10(a)], two cells of circulating flow have appeared between the flat
plate. The counterclockwise direction of the big cell has appeared above the flat plate and
the clockwise direction of the small cell has appeared below the flat plate. In the case of u =
30° [Figure 10(b)], the three cells of circulating flow have appeared around the inclined flat
plate. The counterclockwise direction of the big cell has appeared above the inclined
flat plate. The counterclockwise direction of the one cell has appeared behind the inclined
flat plat and the clockwise direction of the small cell has appeared below the inclined flat
plate. In the case of u = 60° [Figure 10(c)], the big two cells of circulating flow have appeared
around the inclined flat plate. The counterclockwise direction of the big cell has appeared in
front of the inclined flat plat and the counterclockwise direction of the big one cell has
appeared behind the inclined flat plate. In the case of u = 90° [Figure 10(d)], the three cells of
circulating flow have appeared around the inclined flat plate. The first and the second big
cell has appeared in front of and behind the inclined flat plate, respectively. The clockwise of
the small cell has appeared below the inclined flat plate. Although, the electrical voltage is
controlled the maximum velocity from EHD force is increased with increasing the angle of
the inclined flat plate. It can be seen that the effect of the trap of airflow is dominantly
influenced by increasing the angle of the inclined flat plate and the fluid flow is more
expanded andmore concentrated with increasing the angle of the inclined flat plate.

Figure 11 shows the numerical results of fluid flow characteristics in various inlet jet
airflows by increments of 0.5m/s. The angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) and the electrical
voltage is fixed at 30° and 20 kV, respectively. In all cases, the fluid flow has appeared for
three cells and the circulating flow is swirled around the inclined flat plate. By the electrode
and ground is stick to the top of the inclined flat plate. The counterclockwise direction of the
one cell and another cell have appeared front and behind the inclined flat plate, respectively.
The clockwise direction of one cell has appeared below the inclined flat plate. When absent

Table 2.
Thermal properties

Modeling parameter Air Liquid

r ðkg=m3Þ 1.2 998
hðm2=sÞ 1.56� 10�5 1.005� 10�5

kðW=m:KÞ 0.026 0.588
CpðkJ=kg:KÞ 1.005 4.186
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inlet velocity [Figure 11(a)], the fluid flow has appeared for three cells but it is not
concentrated and small three cells are weak. Whenu* i= 2.0m/s [Figure 11(e)], the fluid flow
has appeared for the big three cells and they are more concentrated. In addition, the big three
cells are strongly swirled. From the above data, the EHD process has analyzed the
interaction of electric field and airflow field so the fluid flow is more expanded and more
concentrated with increasing the inlet jet airflow increased, as shown in Figures 11(b)-(e). It
can be seen that the electric force is increased with increasing the electrical voltage, the
inertial force is increased with increasing the inlet jet airflow and the trap (an obstacle or flat
plate) is increased with increasing the angle of an inclined flat plate.

5.2.2 Results of fluid flow under electrohydrodynamics force. Figure 12 shows the
velocity field ratio (maximum velocity field of EHD per no EHD; uEHD/ui) in various
electrical voltage (V0 = 0–30 kV) by increments of 5 kV and angle of an inclined flat plate
(u = 0°–90°) by increments of 15°. The position of the maximum velocity field is attacked in
the middle of the flat plate and between of electrode and ground area. The maximum impact
velocity is the maximum velocity field. It can be seen that; the velocity field ratio is increased
by increasing the electrical voltage. This is because the strength of the electric force is
increased by increasing the electrical voltage and the inertial force is supported by the
electric force. However, the velocity field ratio is decreased with increasing the angle of the
inclined flat plate due to the inlet jet airflow is more dominated than the angle of the inclined
flat plate. The velocity field ratio is decreased with increasing the inlet jet airflow as shown
in Figure 12(a) (u

*

i= 0.5m/s), Figure 12(b) (u
*

i= 1.0m/s), Figure 12(c) (u
*

i= 1.5m/s) and
Figure 12(d) (u

*

i= 2.0m/s), respectively. It means the inlet jet airflow is more influenced by
the velocity field effect than the angle of the inclined flat plate. The EHD force is the
phenomenon that relates to the direct conversion of electrical energy into kinetic energy so it
can more support the velocity field increasing than the trap of the flat plate. The velocity
field ratio in each the inlet jet airflow for u

*

i= 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0m/s are 2.90, 2.56, 2.50 and
2.07 times, respectively.

Figure 13 shows the maximum Reynolds number (ReEHD) in various electrical voltage
(V0 = 0–30 kV) by increments of 5 kV and angle of an inclined flat plate (u = 0–90°) by
increments of 15°. The maximum Reynolds number is increased with increasing the
electrical voltage but the maximum Reynolds number is decreased with increasing the angle
of the inclined flat plate. Furthermore, the maximum Reynolds number is increased with the
inlet jet airflow increasing, as shown in Figures 13(a)-(e). The maximum Reynolds number in
each the inlet jet airflow for u

*

i= 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0m/s are 1,500, 1,740, 3,000, 4,320 and
4,968, respectively. It can be seen that the strength of the electric force is increased by
increasing the electrical voltage and the inertial force is supported by the electric force. The
maximum Reynolds number is decreased with increasing the angle of the inclined flat plate
due to the inlet jet airflow is more dominated than the angle of the inclined flat plate. From
equation (9), The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces within a
fluid which is subjected to relative internal movement due to different fluid velocities. In
addition, the Reynolds number is supported with the maximum velocity field so the
maximum Reynolds number is increased with increasing themaximum velocity field.

5.2.3 Analysis of fluid flow under electrohydrodynamics force. This paragraph shows the
maximum Reynolds number (ReEHD) and the velocity field ratio in various the electrical
voltage (V0 = 0–30 kV), the angle of an inclined flat plate (u = 0°–90°) and the inlet jet
airflow (u

*

i= 0–2m/s). Figure 14 shows the maximum Reynolds number (ReEHD) in various
the angle of the inclined flat plate by increments of 15° and electrical voltage by increments
of 10 kV. The inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s. It can be seen that the Reynolds number is
increased by increasing the electrical voltage and the angle of the inclined flat plate. From
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Figure 9.
Numerical results of
fluid flow
characteristics in
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voltage when u

*

i =
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Figure 10.
Numerical results of

fluid flow
characteristics in
various angle of

inclined flat plate
when u

*
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Figure 11.
Numerical results of
fluid flow
characteristics in
various inlet velocity
when V0 = 20 kV and
u = 30°
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the graph, the maximum Reynolds number is a variable straight line for the angle of the
inclined flat plate.

Figure 15 shows the maximum Reynolds number (ReEHD) in the various angle of the
inclined flat plate by increments of 15° and electrical voltage by increments of 5 kV. The
inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s. The maximum Reynolds number is proportional to
the square of the electrical voltage or the graph of the maximum Reynolds number is a
variable exponential line for the electrical voltage. In addition, the maximum Reynolds
number is increased with the angle of the inclined flat plate. Figure 16 shows the maximum
Reynolds number (ReEHD) in various the inlet jet airflows by increments of 0.5m/s. The
electrical voltage is fixed at 30 kV. The maximum Reynolds number is increased with
the angle of the inclined flat plate. The graph of the maximum Reynolds number is a
variable order 3 of the polynomial line for increasing the inlet jet airflow.

At low Reynolds numbers, flows tend to be dominated by laminar flow, while at high
Reynolds numbers turbulence results from differences in the fluid’s speed and direction,
which may sometimes intersect or even move counter to the overall direction of the flow.
Frank (2015) divided the range of the Reynolds numbers into three groups. The following
approximate ranges occur:

0<Re< 1,000 Laminar flow or low Reynolds number
1,000<Re< 10,000 Transition flow to turbulent flow
Re> 10,000 Turbulent flow or high Reynolds number

Figure 12.
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From the above results (Figures 14–16), the maximum Reynolds number (ReEHD) is
increased with increasing the electrical voltage, the angle of the inclined flat plate and the
inlet jet airflow. In the maximum case of the study (Figure 16), the electrical voltage (V0) is
fixed at 30 kV, the angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) is 90° and the inlet jet airflow (ui) is 2m/s
(Re � 1,300). It can be seen that the maximum Reynolds number (ReEHD) is 4,988. The inlet
jet airflow under electric force can induce the maximum Reynolds number almost four times

Figure 13.
Comparison between
maximumReynolds
number and electrical
voltage in various
angle of inclined flat
plate
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and it can induce the airflow from the transition flow to the turbulent flow. One of the
advantages of the EHD process is a small consumption of electric power so the electrostatic
spray coating can increase the flow field by the energy or external force is saving.

Figure 17 shows the velocity field ratio in various inlet jet airflows by increments of
0.5m/s. The graph of the velocity field ratio is decreased in a straight line for increasing the
inlet jet airflow due to the inertial force is superior to the electric force. The velocity field
ratio is increased by increasing the angle of the inclined flat plate. The maximum Reynolds
number and velocity field ratios (maximum velocity field of EHD per no EHD) in various
angles of the inclined flat plate, as shown in Figure 18. The jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 2m/s
and the electrical voltage (V0) is 30 kV. The maximum Reynolds number and velocity field
ratios are increased with an increasing angle of the inclined plate. This is because the effect

Figure 14.
Comparison between
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Figure 15.
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of the trap of airflow is dominantly influenced by increasing the angle of the inclined plate.
In this research paper, the maximum Reynolds number in each the angle of the inclined plate
for u = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° are 2,880, 3,180, 3,540, 3,960, 4,392, 4,752 and 4,968,
respectively. The velocity field ratio in each the angle of the inclined plate for u = 0°, 15°, 30°,
45°, 60°, 75° and 90° are 1.200, 1.325, 1.475, 1.650, 1.830, 1.980 and 2.070m/s, respectively.

The maximum Reynolds number and velocity field ratios (maximum velocity field of
EHD per no EHD) in various the inlet jet airflows by increments of 0.5m/s, as shown in
Figure 19. The electrical voltage (V0) and the angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) is fixed at
30 kV and 90°, respectively. The maximum Reynolds number is increased with an
increasing the inlet jet airflow and the velocity field ratios are decreasing with increasing the
inlet jet airflow. It can be seen that, the maximum Reynolds number in each the inlet jet

Figure 16.
Comparison between
maximumReynolds
number and inlet
velocity in the
various angle of the
inclined flat plate
when V0 = 30 kV

Figure 17.
Comparison between
velocity field ratios
(maximum velocity
field of EHD per no
EHD in each case)
and inlet velocity in
the various angle of
the inclined flat plate
when V0 = 30 kV
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airflow for u
*

i = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0m/s are 1,500, 1,700, 3,540, 3,000, 4,320 and 4,968,
respectively. The velocity field ratio in each the inlet jet airflows for u

*

i = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and
2.0m/s are 2.9, 2.5, 2.4 and 2.07m/s, respectively.

5.3 The cell Reynolds number under electrohydrodynamics force
The cell Reynolds number characteristics can be taught as the Peclet number. The Reynolds
Number is the ratio of inertial to viscous forces while the Peclet number is the ratio of
convective to diffusive fluxes across the cell (Bell et al., 1989). When no EHD and the inlet jet
airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s, the pattern of numerical results from the cell Reynolds number
characteristics in Figure 20 is similar to the pattern of the fluid flow characteristics in
Figure 9(a). Therefore, at a low Peclet number, diffusion of a property is of higher
importance than convection of that property across the cell. For a discretization scheme to
behave appropriately for different Peclet numbers it must be transportiveness, which is one
of the fundamental properties of a discretization scheme. That for low Peclet numbers the
discretization schemes must behave as though diffusion is the dominant characteristic,
while for high Peclet numbers the discretization scheme must behave as though convection
of the property is the dominant characteristic.

Figure 18.
Comparison between
maximumReynolds
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Figure 19.
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5.3.1 Numerical results of the cell Reynolds number characteristics under electrohydrodynamics
force. Figure 21 shows the numerical results of the cell Reynolds number characteristics in
various electrical voltages by increments of 10. The inlet jet airflow (ui) is fixed at 1m/s and
the angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) is 45°. In the case of no EHD [Figure 21 (a)], the cell
Reynolds number characteristics are a diffusion from the left to the right direction and it
averts when it impacts the inclined flat plate. In the case of EHD [Figures 21(b)-(d)], the cell
Reynolds number characteristics are diffusion from the left to the right direction and it
disordered when it passes the electrode and ground area. The cell Reynolds number
characteristics are more concentrated when a higher electrical voltage is applied to the
turbulent flow is more concentrated and more expanded with increasing the electrical
voltage. The trend of numerical results from the cell Reynolds number characteristics in
Figures 21(a), (b), (c) and (d) are similar to the trend of the fluid flow characteristics in
Figures 9(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively.

Figure 22 shows the numerical results of the cell Reynolds number characteristics in the
various angle of the inclined flat plate (u ) by increments of 30°. The inlet jet airflow (ui) and
the electrical voltage (V0) is fixed at 1m/s and 20 kV, respectively. The electrode and the
ground are lay on the flat plate. The electrode and ground are fixed at the left and the right
of the inclined flat plate and the inlet jet airflow is moved from the left to the right direction.
In the case of u = 0° [Figure 22 (a)], the cell Reynolds number characteristics are diffusion
from the left to the right direction and it disordered when it passes the electrode and ground
area. In the case of u = 30° [Figure 22(b)], the cell Reynolds number characteristics are
diffusion has appeared around the inclined flat plate and it is more concentrated than the cell
Reynolds number characteristics from Figure 22(a). When a higher electrical voltage is
applied to the turbulent flow is more concentrated and more expanded than with increasing
the electrical voltage, as shown in Figures 22(c) and (d). In addition, the pattern of the

Figure 20.
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Figure 22.
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the cell Reynolds
number
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Figure 23.
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numerical results from the cell Re number characteristics in Figures 22(a), (b), (c) and (d) is
similar to the pattern of the fluid flow characteristics in Figures 10(a), (b), (c) and (d),
respectively.

Figure 23 shows the numerical results of the cell Reynolds number characteristics in
various inlet jet airflows by increments of 0.5m/s. The angle of an inclined flat plate (u ) and
the electrical voltage (V0) is fixed at 30° and 20 kV, respectively. In all cases, the cell
Reynolds number characteristics are a diffusion from the left to the right direction and it
disordered when it passes the electrode and ground area. The cell Reynolds number
characteristics are diffusion appears around the inclined flat plate and it is more
concentrated when increasing the electrical voltage. When absent inlet velocity
[Figure 23(a)], the cell Reynolds number characteristic has appeared but it is not
concentrated and diffusion is weak. When higher the inlet jet airflow is applied so the
turbulent flow is more concentrated and more diffusion, as shown in Figures 23(b), (c) and
(d). When u

*

i= 2.0m/s [Figure 23(e)], the cell Reynolds number characteristics have
appeared for the strongly concentrated and the strong diffusion. From the above data, the
EHD process has analyzed the interaction of the electric field and airflow field. The cell
Reynolds number characteristics are more expanded and more concentrated with increasing
the inlet jet airflow, the angle of inclined flat plate and the electrical voltage.

5.3.2 Comparison between velocity field and cell Reynolds number under electrohydrodynamics
force. The influence of the inlet jet airflow under EHD force with an inclined flat plate is
investigated both the experimental and the numerical results. Figure 24 shows the
maximum velocity field and the maximum cell Reynolds number in various electrical
voltages by increments of 5 kV. The inlet jet airflow (u

*

i) and the angle of an inclined flat
plate (u ) is fixed at 1.0m/s and 45°, respectively. The maximum velocity field and the
maximum cell Reynolds number are increased with an increasing electrical voltage.
Figure 25 shows the maximum velocity field and the maximum cell Reynolds number in
various the angle of the inclined flat plate by increments of 15°. The inlet jet airflow (u

*

i) and
the electrical voltage (V0) is fixed at 1.0m/s and 20 kV, respectively. The maximum velocity
field and the maximum cell Reynolds number is increased with an increasing angle of an
inclined flat plate. Figure 26 shows the maximum velocity field and the maximum cell
Reynolds number in various the inlet jet airflows by increments of 0.5m/s. The angle of the
inclined flat plate and the electrical voltage (V0) is fixed at 30° and 20 kV, respectively. The
maximum velocity field and the maximum cell Reynolds number is increased with an
increasing inlet jet airflow. In addition, a similar trend of the graph has appeared for the

Figure 24.
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experimental and numerical results so simulation results had good agreement with
experiment results.

From the above results, the electrostatic spray coating has several advantages. The
electrostatic spray coating offers a great potential improvement to the industrial coating
applications. From the quality point of view, the electrostatic spray coating offers greater
and more complete coverage than conventional coating. From the economic point of view,
lower cost can be achieved for the electrostatic spray coating because it can generate smaller
droplet size and the thinner coating is produced. Furthermore, this numerical research can
advantageous for industrial coating applications. Such as several conditions can be varied
and outcomes investigated. before the application. The critical situations can be investigated
without risk and it is cost-effective. The simulations can be sped up so behavior can be
studied easily over a long period of time and it can be slowed down to study behavior more
closely.

6. Conclusions
First, the electric field line patterns increase with increasing the electrical voltage and it
affects the electric force increasing. The angle of inclined flat plate and the boundary of the
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computational model are influenced by the electric field line patterns and electrical voltage
surface.

In addition, the electric field pattern is the difference with fluid flow pattern but the fluid
flow from the shear flow effect is induced by the electric field. The effect of the trap of
airflow is dominantly influenced by increasing the angle of inclined flat plate and the fluid
flow is more expanded and more concentrated with increasing the angle of an inclined flat
plate, the electrical voltage and the inlet jet airflow. The velocity field ratio is increased with
increasing the electrical voltage and the inlet jet airflow is more influenced by the velocity
field effect than the angle of the inclined flat plate. The maximum Reynolds number is
increased with increasing the electrical voltage, the inlet jet airflow and the angle of the
inclined flat plate but the maximum velocity field ratio is decreased with increasing the
angle of the inclined flat plate and the inlet jet airflow.

Finally, the cell Reynolds number characteristics are more concentrated and more
expanded with increasing the electrical voltage. The pattern of numerical results from the
cell Renolds number characteristics is similar to the pattern of the fluid flow
characteristics. The maximum velocity field and the maximum cell Reynolds number is
increased with an increasing the electrical voltage, the angle of the inclined flat plate and
the inlet jet airflow.

The idea behind the research works is seriously studied suitably design with the least
manpower and minimum maintenance to support in industrial coating applications. In the
future, I plan to continue this series about aircraft aerodynamics by introducing ways we
can avoid such unfavorable phenomena.
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